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Salgado Recognized for Excellence in Research

March 27, 2024 by Logan Judy  

[image: On behalf of Abner Salgado, Xiaobing Feng receives the award from Michael Blum at the 2023 Faculty Awards Convocation.]On behalf of Abner Salgado, Xiaobing Feng receives the award from Michael Blum at the 2023 Faculty Awards Convocation.



Abner Salgado, professor of mathematics, received the Excellence in Research & Creative Achievement Award for Mid-Career Faculty at the 2023 College of Arts and Sciences Faculty Convocation. 




Salgado received his PhD from Texas A&M University in 2010 and joined the faculty of UT in 2013 after finishing his postdoc at the University of Maryland with research in numerical analysis. He is a very talented numerical analyst, one of the best in the country in his generation.




During the past  10 years at UT, Salgado’s research has focused on the design and analysis of efficient yet accurate computational algorithms for solving PDEs which describe fractional diffusion and complex fluids. He is a world leader in these areas and has been invited to deliver plenary presentations in the country and around the world. Salgado has a phenomenal record of research productivity, with over 80 publications and many of them have appeared in the most prestigious journals in his research area. His research has been continuously supported by NSF in the past 10 years.




In 2022, Salgado and his UT colleague Steven Wise published a mammoth textbook—almost 1,000 pages—titled Classical Numerical Analysis: A Comprehensive Course, by Cambridge University Press. The book received very good reviews.


Filed Under: Featured 
Bourni Opens International Connections for Geometric Flow

February 9, 2024 by Logan Judy  

[image: Headshot photo of Theodora Bourni]



A UT Department of Mathematics professor’s collaboration earned National Science Foundation (NSF) support and created an opportunity for a group of Vol graduate students and others to connect internationally with experts on the forefront of mathematics.




Associate Professor Theodora Bourni coordinated with Professor Martin Reiris of Uruguay’s Universidad de la República to organize the Geometric Flows and Relativity school and workshop March 11–20, 2024, in Uruguay.




The two-part meeting will feature a week-long summer school in Montevideo, Uruguay, followed by a three-day workshop in nearby Punta del Este. The school will provide attendees first-hand access to current research in geometric flows, a powerful tool in the analysis of many important problems in differential geometry, image processing, and mathematical physics, with a profound impact on each of these fields.




The event grew from smaller-scale classes Bourni and Reiris previously presented in Uruguay, and similar classes Bourni presented over the years in Greece, where she is from.




“We did a kind of mini-course, and a lot of local students attended it,” said Bourni. “So, we said, ‘Let’s try something bigger.’”




Reiris secured local funding in Uruguay to get their plan established, then Bourni sought the NSF grant to expand the potential for attendance from US schools and to invite participation from international scholars. The roster of invited lecturers includes Mat Langford of the Australian National University, Mariel Sáez of the Pontífica Universidad Católica de Chile, and Julian Scheuer of the Goethe Universität, Frankfurt, Germany.




UT graduate students George Babus, Nathan Burns, Alex Squires, and Bryan Walker will accompany Bourni to Uruguay for the class. They will have opportunities to interact with the visiting specialists and exchange ideas with other attendees, many of whom will be mathematicians and students from across South America. 




Bourni looks forward to the insight the courses will give her students, who will bring the benefits of their experience back to UT. The interaction also builds connections to UT for international students who attend.




“This will make a new bridge to bring talented students here, and vice versa, you know,” she said. “Once they meet my collaborators, our students could go there to spend some time.”




Bourni has also seen the positive, goodwill results of bringing coursework like this to areas that might not have the resources to organize events with international participation. 




“If you go to smaller universities with less opportunities, people are very positive when you do things like this,” she said. “You get a lot of students interested in these events, and they’re very appreciative.”




Bourni hopes to be able to build on this year’s school for future international collaborative events to share the latest developments in the area of geometric flows.




“I would like to do something bigger again, with either South America or with Greece,” she said. “This would be a good opportunity to get more people interested in such events, and try to create a more established connection between UT and Uruguay, but also other places in South America.”


Filed Under: Featured 
UT’s Lenhart Honored to Deliver the American Mathematical Society’s Gibbs Lecture at Joint Mathematics Meeting 

December 19, 2023 by Logan Judy  

[image: Suzanne Lenhart teaching students using a transparent glass pane with markers]Photo by Erik Campos



Suzanne Lenhart, Chancellor’s Professor in the Department of Mathematics, will join a storied list of honored speakers to deliver the Josiah Willard Gibbs Lecture at the world’s largest annual math gathering, the American Mathematics Society (AMS) Joint Mathematics Meetings (JMM2024), taking place January 3–6, 2024, in San Francisco.




JMM2024 brings researchers from 20 national and international partner associations to share the latest developments in mathematical thought and application.




Lenhart is the first UT professor to deliver the Gibbs lecture, which dates back to 1923. This annually awarded lectureship recognizes outstanding achievement in applied mathematics and shines a light for the public and the academic community on the contribution mathematics makes for contemporary thinking and culture.




The Gibbs lecture has previously been delivered by notable mathematicians like Robert May of Oxford University, Cathleen Morawetz of New York’s Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Ingrid Daubechies from Princeton—and one particularly well-known name in mathematics history.




“Many famous mathematicians have given these lectures, even Albert Einstein,” said Lenhart. “I am very honored and excited.”




She thinks that delivering this year’s Gibbs lecture shows the UT math department’s support for strong researchers. Her presentation and connections made during the conference contribute to the department’s future growth.




“This talk may help to recruit some graduate students to our program,” she said. “I love going to this conference. I see a lot of friends and I meet a lot of research collaborators. It is usually a very big meeting, maybe 4,500 attendees.”




Lenhart’s lecture, “Natural System Management: A Mathematician’s Perspective,” explores how mathematical modeling can represent the population dynamics of a variety of natural systems, and how modeling guides methods for conscientious improvements in ecological management strategies.




“Mathematical modeling can provide decision support for managers and policy makers,” she said. “For example, mathematics can suggest management strategies for sustainable fishery harvest levels.”




Examples in her talk also include modeling applications for controlling rabies in raccoon populations, controlling wildfires in national parks, and personalizing therapy for those facing Alzheimer’s Disease. She also shows how modeling can guide ongoing and future conservation efforts.




“Sea turtles will have trouble surviving in the future due to high temperatures from climate change,” said Lenhart. “Math can directly suggest something—a strategy, or it could suggest that you’ve got to take some action.”




Her talk uses predictive models on how rising temperatures negatively affects Loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings’ survival ability, opening guidance for the types of conservation efforts needed to help the species.




Lenhart also organized a special session for JMM2024 in relation to her Gibbs lecture that will take place the same day. She will join 24 speakers from across the country to discuss “Dynamics and Management in Disease or Ecological Models.”




“I will attend several other talks, especially related to modeling in ecology or epidemiology,” she said. “I will also attend some panel sessions about science policy, since I am on the AMS Committee on Science Policy.”




Lenhart’s honor as the 2024 Gibbs lecturer and her ongoing engagement with AMS contribute to UT’s role on the forefront of mathematics that help us understand and improve life across the planet.


Filed Under: Featured 
Congratulations to Pam and Burnette on receiving the College Arts and Sciences Staff Awards!

November 5, 2023 by newframe  

Filed Under: Featured 
Dr. Maroulas receives the Research and Creative Achievement Award

November 4, 2023 by newframe  

Filed Under: Featured 
Dr. Ganusov receives the Success in Multidisciplinary Research Award

November 3, 2023 by newframe  

Filed Under: Featured 
Dr. Suzanne Lenhart has been selected by AMS to give the Josiah Willard Gibbs Lecture in JMM2024

October 22, 2023 by newframe  

Filed Under: Featured 
Drs. Steven Wise, Marie Jameson, and Nina Fefferman receive awards from the College of Arts & Sciences

October 22, 2023 by newframe  

Filed Under: Featured 
Dr. Maroulas is on the UT team which leads UT to be a core member of the muti-institutional new NSF Research Center for Advanced Manufacturing

October 22, 2023 by newframe  

Filed Under: Featured 
Dr. Jeneva Clark is the recipient of the 2023 MAA Southeastern Section Distinguished Teaching Award.

September 30, 2023 by newframe  
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